Project Tutorial
Perfect Mix

Project Supplies
STAMPS
Perfect Mix
PAPER
Whisper White Thick Card Stock, Playful Palette Designer Series Paper Stack, Basic Black
card stock, scraps of Blushing Bride and Very Vanilla
INK
Basic Black, Stampin’ Write Marker in Basic Black

ACCESSORIES
Thick Baker’s Twine in Whisper White, In Color 2016-18 Enamel Shapes - Peekaboo
Peach, Playful Palette Washi Tape
ADHESIVES
Fast Fuse, Stampin’ Dimensionals
TOOLS
Big Shot Die Cut Machine, Paper Snips, Stitched Shapes Framelits – Circles, Stampin’
Trimmer

Measurements
Card Base: Whisper White thick card stock: 4-1/4″ x 11″, scored at 5-1/2″ (vertical fold
card base); Basic Black: 4⅛″ x 5⅜, (2) sheets of Playful Palette DSP, each 4″ x 5¼″

Instructions
 Start by taking the 2 sheets of Playful Palette DSP and cut each in half on the
diagonal, but placing opposite corners along the cutting line on the trimmer, as
shown:

 Using opposite sides of the Playful Palette DSP you just cut, adhere to the piece of
Basic Black card stock.
 Take the washi tape and run it along the diagonal edge of the pieces you adhered in
the previous step, aligning the edge of the tape along the top of the lower half of

diagonal paper. Take the now-decorated Basic Black card stock and adhere to the
card base. (See photo of the finished product).
 Using the second and third smallest Stitched Framelits circles (the 2″ and 2⅜″
circles) cut the smaller circle from the scrap of Very Vanilla and the next larger one
from the scrap of Blushing Bride.
 Stamp just the sentiment from the Mixer stamp onto the Very Vanilla stitched circle
(the easiest way to do this is to use the Basic Black marker and just color the
sentiment, as shown):

 Adhere the stamped Very Vanilla circle to the Blushing Bride circle, using Stampin’
Dimensionals and adhere to the card base over the washi tape. See project photo for
placement.
 Using a scrap of the Playful Palette DSP cut from the diagonal pieces, stamp the
Mixer image in Basic Black. Using paper snips, fussy cut around the Mixer image.
(For added stability I adhered two pieces of scraps together before I stamped and
cut the image).
 Tie a bow around the Mixer using the Whisper White Thick Baker’s Twine.
 Adhere the mixer to the stitched circles with Stampin’ Dimensionals. (Put the
dimensionals behind the side of the mixer that has the beaters and just above).
 Add a trio of Peekaboo Peach enamel accents and your project is finished!

